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Letters:
Fisher Replies
To the Editor:
From here it looks as though
Rothenberg's Zionistic fervor is
showing. A few facts: The Arab
claim to Palestine is based on a
continuous occupation of that land
from the seventh to 12th centuries
and provides a stronger historic right
than one based on a much shorter
occupation that ended 2000 years
ago. The world would be thrown
into chaos legally and politically, if
every group were permitted to lay
claim to an area that its ancestors
had possessed at one time in history.
And if claims based on religion had
any validity, the Christians and
Muslems would assert their rights to
this disputed region.
Rothenberg's premise that the
refugee problem arose out of an
Arab war of aggression is playing
loose with the facts. The Arabs never
did accept the U.N. partition
resolution of 1947. When Palestine
was being considered for partitioning
the Arabs protested in vain that
while the Jews represented only a
minority of the population (some
80,000 at the beginning of WWI, and
after intensive Zionistic activity,
some <150,000 legal and illegal
immigrants by 1949, or about 30
percent of the population), and
owned only a small fraction of the
land, they would be allowed the best
part of Palestine, including all the
citrus land (then equally divided
between Arabs and Jews), 80 percent
of the cereal area (mostly Arab
owned), and 40 percent of the Arab
industry. The Arabs further denied
the legal and moral right of the U.N.
to Partition Palestine against the
wishes of its majority population.
When partition followed anyway
they regarded it as an invasion
against which they still are exercising
their basic right of self-defense.
Kimbel Fisher

forgets conveniently to mention that of WW II vintage and the Phantom
after 1947 the Arab states jet has been in use in the U.S. for 10
dispossessed and evicted their Jewish years) against the most modern
minorities, publicly hanging scores of equipment of the Russian arsenal, it
Jews and driving the rest from their is truly difficult to maintain that
homes. Israel absorbed these "the deck is hopelessly stacked
refugees, over one million people. against the Arabs." ~'
The basic difference was that the
Fisher claims there is no such
Jewish state he)ped its brothers and thing as a Jewish race, Perhaps so.
$isters while the Arab states refused But neither are the Jews exclusively
to aid their refugees preferring to use a religious group. When Hitler's
the people in a game of political executioners h_eld sway over Europe
football.
Fisher is patently in error in his six million were killed regardless of
claim that the government of Israel their nominal religious affiliation. In
denies "citizenship and public office the blood and fire of the
to all who do not embrace its religious extermination camps came a Jewish
dogma." Arabs, Moslems as well as national consciousness. A people
Christians, vote, hold office and enjoy were re-born and resolved it would
never happen again!
all the rights in Israel. Members of the
Aaron W. Howard
Druze community bear arms within
For
the
Jewish
Student Union
the Israeli army.
Israel is accused of being an
Basta!
imperialist power. Yet Jewish To the Editor:
freedom was bought in a long
I feel great son·ow in my heart
struggle against British colonial rule.
following
the great bastardization of
Since the creation of the Israeli state,
the U.S. has provided political, a beautiful and honored race in the
military and economic support to arLicle i11 The Lobo of Dec. 2 on
the Arabs, amounting to $3.5 billion "Chicana Liberation". I pity these
while Israel has received only one poor females (in our culture they
would not be women) because they
billion during that time.
have
now reached the stage of
Outnumbered at least 100 to 1,
complete
acculturation into the
armed with cast-off and obsolescent
weapons (Israeli Sherman tanks are white society, they are now thinking
completely white. They have chosen

Right On ...

t.o deny one of the most honorable
aspects of our cultural tradition reverance for tradition. They have so
completely accepted all that is white
and have become white themselves. I
think "Women's Liberation" is fine
for white folk, but in our culture,
women have always been more than
liberated, they have enjoyed all the
privileges and honor which is their
right because of their beauty.
We have never abused our women,
this is a disgrace. Ya basta,
vejanconas! Instead of working to
preserve our culture and race, you
are working to destroy it through
yom own ignorance and frustrations.
We have never asked for our women
to be slaves; we have always worked
for them, so that they might enjoy
the honor of being women. I cannot
conceive of any true Chicano
wanting anything to do with thesE!
white-washed females, because to do
so would only be to accept these
females' acculturation. The only
reason I can see for this disgraceful
sell-out to white society is that these
females have succombed to white
pressures for denial of their race, a
thing which a "good" Chicano would
never do.
Que viva la raza! Y las flares mas
hermosas en el mundo - · nuestras
Eddie Benavidez
mujeras.

and have declined considerably as a
Some contend that such figures of
percentage of the federal budget and
relative strength mean little, since
of the gross national product.
both sides have sufficient
Fisher Dispute I
Finally,
as the 19 71 budget megatonnage to more than destroy
By
JERRY
NORTON
To the Editor:
indicates, as the war winds down
each other and a good deal of the
YAF-FCNS
The dispute between Jews and
Vietnam spending is indeed being rest of the world. What they don't
One
of
the
funniest
things
Joan
Arabs over the land of Israel is a
shifted not to other parts of the consider is that if one nation had
complex search for a peaceful and Baez said in her recent Playboy defense budget, but to domestic
adequate anti-missile defenses, and
equitable solution which should be interview was that she wasn't paying needs.
the
other didn't, most of the latter's
carried out with factual knowledge some 80 percent of her taxes because
This
may
all
be
good
news
to
weapons would be decimated by an
that's how much was going to
and good will.
liberals, who see carrying out enemy first strike, and most of what
defense.
Baez's
is
an
extreme
Kimbel Fisher's emotional letter
utopian schemes at home as more did get off the ground would be
in Friday's Lobo does little to example of the thinking that believes important than defending the
that there needs to be a "shift in
stopped by the enemy's defenses.
contribute to the search.
country
from
its
"enemies,"
who
priorities" from defense to domestic
American scientists may question the
Arab propaganda, repeated by
spending, a11d that the defense after all, are mere mirages created by value of the ABM, but the Soviets
Fisher, asserts "every inch of Israel
budget is a bloated, out - of- control the deluded minds of conservatives.
have been deploying them for several
was acquired from the Arabs" and monster.
Other countries, unfortunately for years.
that Israel despoiled the
In point of fact, a shift in the liberal version of the world, have
Many people consider nuclear war
Palestinians's right to national
not
been
behaving
over
the
past
too horrible to contemplate, but the
self-determination. In fact, there priorities has been going on since decade as though they are
1 9 59. At that ti:rpe defense
horror
of nuclear war is the very
never existed an Arab state in
expenditures were 51 percent of the unconcerned about their military reason why it's important to
Palestine and there was never an
total federal budget. By 1969 they'd strength. The Soviet Union has been consider whether our defenses are
Palestine Arab nation. Throughout
declined to 44 percent, and will drop rapidly building its defenses to the adequate to discourage any enemy
all of his, the Palestinian Arabs never
to 36 percent in 1971. Maybe, Joan point where America's strategic lead thought of attack. The kind of
ntled the country or created their is basing her figures on WW II?
of the 1950's and early '60's has thinking that goes, "I'm against the
disappeared.
own self contained political and
In dollar terms, of course, the
war in Vietnam. The military is
social identity.
The USSR has 220 early model fighting the war in Vietnam.
defense budget has increased. It was
In 1947, the UN partition offered $46.6 billion in 1959; it was $81.2 ICBMs to American's 54; 800 small
Therefore, I'm against the military,"
self-determination to both Arabs and
billion in 1969. There will be a hefty ICBMs to America's 1000; 300 large is both irrational and dangerous.
Jews in Palestine and both were cut in 1971, dropping it to $73.6 ICBMs to America's none; 300 sub
launched cruise missiles to America's . The basic purpose of the military
offered their own separate states. billion.
But· the Arabs, hoping to "drive the
none; and, 280 sub launched ballistic 1s to defend the country. That need
That dollar increase has to be
existed before Vietnam and it will
missiles to our 656. The U.S. has 550
Jews into the sea" decided on war
exist after Vietnam, and it's a need
weighed against a federal budget that
and lost. The Arab wars, reopened in
B-52s to the 13oviet Union's 200 long
has grown under from $100 billion range bombers, but that lead is
that should remain among the
1956 and 1967, are not struggles for in 1959 to well over $200 billion in
nation's highest priorities if the
self-determination. They seek to 1971. When inflation is subtracted unimpressive when the sophisticatiol1
country is to survive.
of today's anti-aircraft defense
destroy the JewislJ. people.
from the defense budget, the system is considered, not to mention
As House Speaker John
The Arab refugees are the result of startling fact emerges that real dollar
McCorm.ack
put it, if there's going to
unsuccessful Arab aggression. This expenditures for defense - outside the co11tinuing phase-out of the
be
a
mistake
in military spending,
does not diminish the plight of the of Vietnam- have grown virtually B-52. It should also be noted that
better the mistake be on the side of
hapless individuals, but Fisher not at all for more than 10 years, the Soviet warheads are generally far
more
defense, not less, than is
more powerful than the American.
necessary.

NEW
MEXICO
HEW Secretary Resigns
Farmer Cites Personal Considerations

James Farmer

Faculty Will Decide Fate
Of ROTC on U Campus
This afternoon the faculty will with national policies on the
decide whether to give final induction penalty question.
approval to a four-point reform
proposal for ROTC that has been
Capt. Kenneth Brown, NROTC
in the works two years.
director, said the department has
The suggested modifications, begun to implement the first two
analyzed in the ROTC proposals, but pointed out an
commanders' report being inconsistency between the third
considered today, could put the point and Federal law and Navy
UNM ROTC programs in conflict regulations on a ROTC member's
induction status.
with the national program.
An ad hoc faculty committee
Brown went on, "with regard
suggested in 1969 a ROTC
to the third recommendation the
program modifications in four services are now authorized by a
areas:
1964 public law to call to active
duty in an enlisted status an
1) ROTC courses receiving
academic credit be taught by ROTC who willfully breaks his
civilian instructors holding contract with the U.S.
academic appointments in another government."
University unit;
This Federal law directly
contradicts the provision in the
2) Academic titles (not rank)
UNM proposal prohibiting the
for all ROTC instructors be
practice.
eliminated, except for those
In signing the ROTC contract
holding regular appointments in
another University unit;
the student "has acknowledged
the possibility of his being called
3) A student disenrolled "for
whatever reason" from a ROTC
to active duty in an enlisted status
program not be penalized by should he willfully break his
induction, and,
contract," said Brown.
On the fourth point, shifting
4) The Department of Defense
the financial burden to the
be asked to reimburse the
University for "the full cost" of government, both Brown and Lt.
the ROTC programs.
Col. Alfred Norton, director of
AFROTC, said this change will
The faculty adopted the four
take Congressional action and
proposals and asked for a progress
"they have no control" over this
report on their implementation,
point. Both agree however the
which is the document they will
consider today.
University should be reimbursed
for its expenditure.
The faculty decision today
could also affect the current
At present the University
spends $22,500 a year on
contract talks between theNROTC, said Brown. Exact
Univ!'rsity and the Air Force on
UNM's AFROTC progam.
figutes for AFROTC wete not
available but Travelstead places
However, Chester Travelstead,
the figure much lower than
vice president for academic
affairs, said there is "no reason to NROTC's program.
Norton said the Air Force also
believe at this time the faculty
agrees to the first two proposals
will reject the statements by
but again mentioned possibie
either the Air Force or the Navy."
problems
with implementing the
Faculty acceptance of the
third
point.
ROTC program modifications
may put the programs in conflict
Norton said the student who
disenrolls from the AFROTC
program falls into two areas: the
scholarship student who is
referred to a special section of the
service who decides whether he
will serve two years or not, and
the student in the rc.>gular prog"ram
who "might just be dischatged
and become a civilian eligible for
the draft like any other student."
"If he is found guilty of any
Two Cambodian nationalists crime then he is usually
representing a congress of discharged from the program and
in telleduals will sp<•ak in the the University takes whatever
Union lounge arf'a today from action they deem necessary,"
3:15 p.m. Lo 4:30p.m., said Don Norton said.
Lindsley, ASUNM speakers
Among other bushtess on
committe<' chainnnn.
today's
agc•ndn is a propost•d
The two, Sok Thong Do<mg and
to
thl' Acad(•mic Frm•dom
chant{e
Lnv
.. Nguon, haw issUl•d un nppeal,, and 'l'rnun~ (AFT) Policy, which
for "rnoml and material support
provides g1·ounds for th(•
for Cambodia. Tlwy l'l'Pl't'Sl'nL a
disqualifi<•aiion of voting
congr(•ss of intellectuals wltieh
members
of Llw AF'I' Committee
m<~t in Phnom Pchn on May 1 2,
in
hc•arings
involving departmental
1970 to drnw the attcmtion of the
collragues or if a member holds a
world "to the alleged threat to
biased opinion in a case. The
Cambodia's indepcndenC11,
faculty
also will receive the annual
neutrality and territorial intcgl'ity,
reports
of the Scholarship
resulting from the North Vietnam
Committee
and the Athletic
and Viet Cong invasion."
Council.

WASHINGTON (UPI)-James E. Farmer,
one of the Nixon administration's
top-ranked black officials, resigned Monday
as an Assistant Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare.
He cited "personal considerations" for his
resignation and in return President Nixon
praised him for his "many contributions"
during his 22-months with the government.
Farmer, 50, formPr head of the Congress
of Racial Equality (CORE), wrote Nixon: ''l
greatly appreciatp the opportunity I have
had during the past year and a half to
further this administration's efforts in behalf
of the American people, particularly blacks
and other minorities," Farmer's letter said.
"I am proud of whatever contributions I
have been able to make during this period,
and I would like to assure you that I am
available for whatever service my future
commitments will allow," Farmer said.
In a "Dear Jim," reply Nixon expressed
"regret" at Farmer's departure.
"Yo.u can be proud of the many
contributions you have made to this
administration and to the American people
over the past 22 months," Nixon wrote.

"Your impact on efforts to improve the
quality of life for all Americans has been
considerable, and the guidance and
sensitivity y·ou have provided have been
particularly significant in helping with Ute
developmPnt of programs and policies
designed to eliminate tlw inequities in our
society affecting blacks and otlwr
minoritic•s."
Both lettPrs W<'re da1.Pd Monday and wen•
PxchangPd during a half hour Whit(' House
meeting. "The l11C'{'ting WPnt very well and
Mr. Farmer is leaving on a very, wry good
basis," White House PrPss Secretary Ronald
L. Ziegler told reportprs.
Farmer was generally considered the
administration's best known and highest
ranking Negro official. But Ziegler said he
did not consider Farmer the highest ranking
Negro.
He said White House Aide Robert .Brown
probably ranks higher and that Assista~t
Labor Secretary Arthur Fletcher "would be
of equal rank or higher."
"We continue to have blacks in the
administration," Ziegler said.

House Adopts Resolution~ Viet Veteran
Praising Hanoi POW Raid Appeals Suit
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The House overwhelmingly
adopted a resolution Monday praising the U.S. raid on a
prisoner of war camp near Hanoi, although one member
objected that it would only encourage the Pentagon to
order more such raids.
The vote was 347 to 15, far more than the two-thirds
majority required under the procedure followed.
The resolution commends the men who made the Nov.
21 raid "for the courage they displayed in this hazardous
and humanitarian undertaking which has lifted the hopes
and spirits of our brave men imprisoned and fighting."
Rep. Robert L. Leggett, D-Calif., was the only member to
speak against the basic resolution. "In commending these
men, we are commending the Pentagon, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff and the commander of our forces, the President of the
United States," he said. "This would seem to be
encouraging the Pentagon to try to do these kinds of things
again. I think we're damn fools to do it."

A Vietnam veteran attending

gu•,.••

has appealed to the state
upreme Court his suit whic
lieges the University's Boar
of Regents is not doing its job
The student, James E.
omack, is asking the big·
ourt to force the Regents t
omply with laws setting dow
he authority of the board.
omack contends much of th
egents' authority has bee
'unlawfully delegated" to
faculty members.
Womack is an Albuquerqu
attorney who served one yea
in Vietnam with the New
Mexico Air National Guard.
is suit was dismissed with
prejudice by District Judge
ohn B. McManus recently an
omack has now appealed to
he high court.

Cambodian
Nationalist
Speakers

-

Tuesday, December 8, 1970

Att Show

UNM Student Sara Loesch (right) helps two members of a
children's art class, Carolyn Moses (center) and Ruth Schwartz (left),
with their construction projects. Work from the children's classes
and three others for older youth will be exhibited Dec. 17.

-----·------'!""-----....,./
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Questionnaires to Help Ramah School Having -Problems
Indian High School Needs State Accreditation
Voice Student Opinions

State accreditation is the major school.
problem
facing the new Ramah
A questionnaire to help set up
The accreditation problem is a
Navajo
high
school, two of the conflict between state curriculum
questionnaire
will
be
passed
out
priorities on which student
government could base their to every campus group I can Ramah school board members requirements and the I~dians'
contact."
told an education convention at desire to have a curr1cul um
programs has been initiated by
the
Albuquerque Hilton Friday, appropriate to tho special ?eeds. of
A
meeting
with
the
greeks
has
ASUNM Senator Jeff Taylor.
BefoJ:e
the school opened this their children Norris said, w1th
been
scheduled.
"I
hope
to
attend
"I'm tired of walking down the
for
grades 7 thJ:ough 12, few required ~omses and a wide
fall,
meetings
of
the
various
campus
street and people yelling at me,
children
from the Ramah choice of electives.
groups
and
distribute
them
'What are you government people
there,"
he
said.
reservation,
between Grants and
doing.' The purpose of the
"We wanted a better school for
Zuni,
N.M.,
spent
nine months of om· children," said boarr:l member
Taylor
said
he
hopes
the
questionnaire is to obtain student
opinion so we can see what they increased interest in ASUNM the year away at boarding schools Bertah Lorenzo. "We talked to
projects generated by the run · by the Bureau of Indian the BIA, but we never did get
want," he said.
questionnaire
would enable him Affairs (BIA).
The majority of the questions
what we wanted." Last February
Board member Sam Martinez the tribe decided to operate its
to
obtain
more
people to fill
I deal with the use of funds
told the educators the lack of own school and elected five
l distributed by ASUNM to such ASUNM committee vacancies.
He also said groups wishing to accreditation was making it members to a school board.
! groups as The Lobo, KUNM, the
Iill'Op·in Center, the ethnic study learn about a proposed revision of difficult to set up athletic events
Ramah representatives went to
!centers and
popular the ASUNM Constitution can with other schools. He appealed Washington to get funds fo1· the
contact the ASUNM offices at to his listeners, members of the school. "We sat by the doorway
! entertainment.
277-5528
to set up a time when a Fifth Rocky Mountain of the BIA and said we weren't
Taylor said, "Student
senator
can talk to the Conference on Foundations of going to leave until they gave us
;< government doesn't communicate
organization.
Groups calling the Education and the Rocky the money for our school,"
with the whole campus. The
ASUNM office must leave their Mountain Educational Research Lorenzo said. The Office of
name, phone number and iimt• of Association, to "do whatever is in Economic Opportunity eventually
regular meeting.
your power to help us get came up with the money to take
CAMPUS LAUNDRY
accredited."
ove1· a high school in the town of
and CLEANING
Accreditation is also necessary Ramah, at the edge of the
Coin-op Dry-Cieoning
so Anglo students from the
and Laundry
The decline in the enrollment neighboring town of Ramah can reservation, which had been
in tatting classes has been attend the schooL Of the 20 who closed by the McKinley County
Counwlor Always on Duty
attributed to the increased use of enrolled when it opened 15 school district because of
2106 Central S.E.
247..0836
synthetic fabrics, said a Tatting transferred because the school is insufficient enrollment.
"I'm sure that if this school had
Institute spokesman recently.
not accredited. Bob Norris, a begun 100 years ago we would bt•
Navajo instructor at UNM fwm much farther ahead by now,"
the Ramah tribe who introduced Martinez said, He told the meeting
the speakers, said Leonard about 90 percent of the Ramah
DeLayo, State Superintendent of people had never been to school
PubHc Instruction, threatened to
take court action for violation of
the state compulsory attendance
law against non-Indian parents
who enrolled their children in the
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Christmas Special
New Tape Deck
Mini 8 $69.95
Speakers, instaiJation, and
five tapes of your choice
$75.00
Regularly $129.95
435 Son Mateo NE
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VE \JILL GO TO
ANY LENGTH

TO PLEASE YOLL
S~1 11 of tlze {Pampered
~aiden
2937 Monte Vista NE

256-7241

Hoffmantown Shopping Center
296-0311

Complete recording, repair and installation facilities. Thousands of tapes
to choose from. Listen before you buy!
BonkAmericard /Moster Charge

To Head Film Committee

Houston Named New Director

and said, "We want our students
to become educated to be able to
live better."
When the children went to
boarding schools their parents
weren't able to keep informed of
their performance or give them
help, "We didn't want the
children sent away. They were
getting into trouble and
drinking," Lorenzo said,
Martinez said since the Ramah
school opened parents found out
their children had been falling
behind in reading, but now they
can't fool their parents. "The
students are really for it now," he
said, and they help each other
make up lessons missed.
Both speakers expressed
confidence the school would solve
its problems. Only two members
of the board had been to school,
and Martinez said there were
many predictions of failure when
it was started. "Now that it has
begun it is running very well," he
said. "We want to be proud of our
school, because we don't have
anything else. We don't have oil or
uranium, and we don't even have
manv cattle." Lorenzo cited
tcacl;ing of the Navajo language as
one of
the
school's
accomplishments, saying many of
tht> children could not speak it
well before the school taught the
language formally.

The ASUNM film committee
has & new director who will in his
words, "present a newer and more
sophisticated program of viewing
than found in the past.''
The new director, Grant
Houston, was appointed by Eric
Nelson to replace the recently
fired Jay Jacobs: who had ·"no
comment" about his replacement.
Concerning his appointment
Houston said, "I happened to be
at the right place at the right time,
the general consensus was that the
films that were being presented
were not the best available."
He cited such examples as
Bonnie and Clyde and the Thomas
Crown Affair as the type of films
which he said had no place on a

Restoring Damaged Mural
Could Take Three Weeks

!

I

I

Local War Resistance Members
To Join in Nationwide Movement

Members of the Albuquerqut•
War Resisters League plan to join
a nationwide draft resistanc<'
movement called resistance
Showdown schedul!'d for January,
197 I. The action calls for all draft.
card can·iers, regardless of theii·
classification, to "coll<•ctiv£•ly <'UL
ties with th!' S!•lt>ctive S!'rvire
Systt•m," tlw CollPg<' Press Sl•rvicP
reported.
Craig Simpson, of the
Albuqu£•rqu£' War Resistt>rs
Leagu<', said of th<' Showdown,
"W<• hav!'n't really discuss<•d it
yet, but we'll be participating in
it."
Simpson said the Albuqtwrqm•
league is working on plans to turn
in draft cards in connl•ction with a
resistanc£• statement call!'d the
Charlottesville Pl<•dge. Wh£'n
100,000 persons nationwide haw
signed the pledg<', their cards will
hE' tumPd in.
Showdown is termed by its
Berkl'ley organizprs as both "an
escalation of the anti-draft
movement" and as an "effpctiv<'
organizing tool to end the war."
The group's work in
Albuquerque has to date includ<!d
daily leafletting of the ArmPd
Forces Induction Center
downtown, assistance to the
lettuce boycott and Sunday
potluck dinners, Simpson said.
"We are trying to build a

I

i

radical, non-violent community,:'"
Simpson said. "During tlw
Thanksg-iving holiday we<'kend
abottt lii ml'mbers picket<•d
Kirtland and Sandia Basi's and
)pafl<•lt<'d at Winrcn:k shopping-

I

I

C('ntPr .. "
AL a

1

resislancl• mass in
Novemlwr al tlw N£•wman G<•ntl•r
nitw draft Pards W£'1"<' tm·npd in,
These Wl'l"<' s<•nt to Lotus, an
anti-war organb>:ation in South
Vietnam, Simpson said.

I

Restoration of the large mural
in the Reserve Book Room of
Zimmerman Library will be
started as soon as possible, UNM
President Ferrel Heady
announced.
A distinguished professional art
conservator has examined the
work, Perry Houston, of the
William Rockhill Nelson Gallery,
Kansas City, Mo., reported his
opinion that the mural can be
restored if work is started soon.
Removal of the black paint which
was splaLtered on the art work
should be initiated before the
oxidation pmcess has a chance to
progress, he said_
As new paint oxidizes its
chemical content changes to
become mor<' similar to that of
Uw old paint beneath it, making it
increasingly difficult to remove
without damage as time goes on.
Houston estimated that it will
talw two to thrN• We<'lcs work by
a highly proficient artisan to
restore the mural to good

No. 61

condition.
Heady said that the mural is
insured and that a claim has been
filed by the University.
The large work of art, depicting
the history of the Southwest by
the late noted New Mexico artist,
Kenneth Adams, was despoiled
during the evening of Nov. 25.
Later, the campus radio station,
KUNM, received a telephone call
from an unidentified woman
taking credit for the vandalism in
the name of a revolutionary
women's group- also
unidentified. The caller said the
action was taken because the
women considered the painting to
be "sexist" and "racist."
Campus police are continuing
their investigation into the
incident.
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college campus, as they can be
able to draw a line with every film
seen at any off-campus theatre.
shown," he said,
Houston said that the
He added "now that Don
university is, "an intensifying
Pancho's
has gone porno there
experience and the films that
isn't
a
place
would be screened would reflect a good film."in Albuquerque to see
this." Included in his program,
He intends to view films by
which officially begins next
such
producers as Bergman,
semester, will be the
Bunuel,
Fellini, Kurosawa,
discontinuance of Saturday and
Truffaut,
Antonioni
and others,
Sunday "Film Fare" in favor of a
In
addition
he
wants
to have
continued and improved
student
films
viewed
at
regular
"C inemateque" program which
Houston
still
anticipates
intervals.
would run over an entire weekend
the film committee will be a
instead of just one day.
Houston said he wants to take a profitable organization but has
predicted higher prices in light of
personal stand on the films he will
the
increased cost for "better
arrange to be shown, "Every
films."
In addition he wants to
movie will turn you on, and at the
run
continuous
light movies or
end of the semester ybu will be
cartoons during .the closed week
during vacations.
"I want ·people to see these
movies because they are
consciousness expanding movies
and Albuquerque needs to grow."
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UNDERGR.ADUATE SEMINAR PROGRAM
for
SEMESTER II, 1970-71
A list of the courses, with descriptions, is now available in a
brochure. Ask for the brochure at the Honors Center, SW cornei
of Zimmerman Library, or write to director, Undegraduate Seminar Program, University of New Mexico, for a copy. The brochure
also gives instructions regarding registration for these courses.
Some characteristic titles: "Naming the Whirlwind: the Renewal
of God-Language," "The Evolution of Rock Music," ''The Quest
for Identity," "Drugs and Drug Education," "Urban Air Quality,"
"Recurring Themes in the Black Liberation Struggle." There are
twenty courses altogether.
·
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The Laundry

I

' For all the obvious surface humor in "The Laundry," now
at The University of Albuquerque, there are deeper, less
transient themes running through this play. Playwright David
Guerdon pessimistically envisions a bizarre world of
simpletons, misfits, and ruthless entrepreneurs.
Guerdon's play, adapted from the French and directed by
Jim Morley, erupts on the audience like a minor birth spasm.
The child is deformed and unredeeming. The author' has
minutely examined the delusions that we all engage in.
The acting in this "theatre of the absurd" is well above
that of most college productions. Kathy Smock plays the
self-possessed mistress of the laundry. Jean Fish is perfect as
her pregnant daughter Lena. Lena's husband, played by Mike
Higgens, is slightly less effective - his lines sounded a bit
paJ.Toted. Rita Doubliski as Estelle, Jack Devinir the booming
lout Senor Armando, and Raul Huerta in the role of the all
too humanistic Daniel, are all exceptional.
· 1'The Laundry" is reminiscent of Henry Livings' play
"Eh." Both productions are placed in amorphous sets that
have little to do with what happens on stage except in a
symbolic sense. Both play on a sort of constrained suspense
to provide several anticlimaxes. Livings' anti-heroes and
Guerdon's players wait in vain for the solutions to their
plights. The characters in "The Laundry" create an utter
chaos that ends in the death of the minotaur mortal, Daniel.
In "Eh," the chaos is of a different sort, but just as foolish on
the surface and just as profound in the small place between
lines.
The words, characters, situations, all are inessential.
Modern theatre is defining itself in plays such as these.

Harvey
.I thought the cUJ.Tent production of "Harvey" at the
Albuquerque Little Theater was exceedingly funny and very
, professional. The Kid that sat next to me insisted this was the
worst production that they have ever put on.
I thought that all the actors did very creditable jobs,
except that they intended to milk every last ounce of
laughter. The Kid fell asleep five minutes into the first act.
Like "Charley's Aunt" and "You Can't Take It With
You,"
ALT's production is classic middle America, bromidic
. ..
comedy. Since revivals are becoming more and more popular,
in spite of the excellent plays being written, plays such as
"Harvey" may exlipse the more serious dramas in popular
demand.
Mary Chase's "Harvey" usually gets a pretty benevolent
treatment from critics, probably because it's hard to get mad
at a six foot one and a half inch rabbit. We all might like to
put ourselves in Elwood Dowd's place too as the pooka's
(large mythical animal of Celtic mythology) friend, and
maybe you can for the duration of the two hour plus
performance.
Will Pike

'

Sly

It occurred to me the other day

that as Arts and Media Editor for
The Lobo I was being remiss in
ignoring a very successful branch of
the film industry: pornographic
cinema- the pornies - dirty movies.

and
TFS

So I crept to the rear of The Lobo
office, picked up the phone in the
abandoned sports department
cubbyhole, and in hushed tones
made arrangements with the Mini
Vue Adult Cinema to take in
"Freedom To Love" - for review
purposes only, of course.

It takes a group like Sly and
The Family Stone to look clumsy
while· they tune up, scared when
they talk, and fabulous when they
play.
And that's exactly what they
did Nov. 27 at Madison Square
Garden in New York City when
they performed before one of the
happiest crowds I've ever seen.
Preceded by Rare Earth, an
underground Motown group, and
Gladys Knight and The Pips, a
soul group, Sly staged his protege
group, 61X, for two songs before
emerging with his comrades to
wire what seemed like a million
volts of music through the unified
crowd at the Garden.
Playing "Dance To The Music"
to start things off, Sly called an
abrupt end to the song after about
15 minues, sat down to his organ,
laughed and said "You guys are
weird!" to the crowd, which by
this time was standing, clapping
hands and singing all at once.
Before playing "Stand," Sly
gave a short speech on why the
song was important to him, and at
first it seemed like it would
destroy the mood that pervaded
the audience. But it only served to
strengthen it, and by the time the
group finished there didn't appear
to be any way they could make it
off stage without at least one
encore,
Choosing the song "I Want To
Take You Higher," the group sent
the crowd through a million miles
of wires; their timing couldn't
have been more precise, they just
did everything right. The now
famous chant was sustained for
five minutes before five of the
people in the group (Sly not
included) left the stage, and Sly
stayed on to yell "Higher!" at the
crowd between their chants of the
same. One might say they were
really to the top then. A full
minute after Sly left the stage, the
crowd yelled "Higher!" for the
final time.
After hearing through the
grapevine that Eastern people
were pretty cold, I was somewhat
surprised to find a happy man
next to me teach me different. He
smiled all the way through, and at
the end of the show we shook
hands and he told me to have a
good day. Sly has two more
brothers.
Roger Ruvolo

Arts & Media

Nobody Loves a
Drunken Flap
The title of the movie was
changed from "Nobody Loves A
Drunken Indian" to "Flap" to
avoid offending the Indians,
What they should have changed
was the script.
Anthony Quinn's portrayal of
Flapping Eagle is an
embarrassment even to white
men; if I were an Indian, I'd be
very disappointed at the least, at
how it all turned out.
In a piece of promotion
material put out by Warner
Brothers and titled "'Flap'
(Pertinent Facts Concerning....
Its Brave Intent)," they call it a
"$6,000,000 ·plus motion picture
dedicated to the unassailable fact
that the contemporary American
Indian (1) has been woefully
neglected by his country, (2) that
his situation- funny, sad and
inexcusable, but surely not
hopeless- has never before been
put into honest - to - God screen
focus, ( 3) that the Red Power
revolution as fictionalized,
herewith, can be just as moving
and significant as any other
current social development in
America and ( 4) that a motion
picture with a message like this
can, too, be humorful, exciting
and altogether entertaining."
No one can deny (1), and in my
opinion they succeeded pretty
much with (4)- too much.
Quinn's Flap is entertaining,
almost to the point of
buffoonery. Dressed in a beat up
NY Yankee baseball cap, a faded
Yankee sweatshirt and tennis
shoes, throughout almost the
entire movie- don't Indians ever
change their clothes?- and with a
bottle of booze in his hands or
pocket 80 percent of the time,
Flap and his fellow
"revolutionaries" come out
looking like a gang of
mischievious juveniles.

The film's "Brave Intent" is
never realized, and that is the
tragedy of "Flap." It's obvious to
anyone that the material was
there for what could have been an
outstanding movie, a really
significant one. Everyone I've
talked to who has read the book
it's based on is doubly incensed
because they say the book gives
Flapping Eagle the dignity so
totally lacking on the screen. The
"Red Power revolution" IS
"moving and significant," but
"Flap" is not the movie which
puts it "into honest - to - God
screen focus." Director Sir Carol
Reed and producer Jerry Adler
were obviously too concerned
with making the film entertaining
(in the light sense of the word),
and neglected to inject any power.
If "Flap" can be considered a
pro·Indian movie, it is certainly a
watered down one.
If you're one of those people
who can overlook what is
obviously lacking and take in only
what is before you, it can be an
enjoyable film. It may be flawed,
but it's all we have for the
moment in this area. At least it is
a movie which takes a look from
the Indian's side; you've got to
admit there aren't many times
you can see the Indian winning
even minor skirmishes on the
screen. Though the capturing of
7/8 of a train is a half-assed near
bungle, and the city hall scene is a
bit contrived, I found myself
cheering inwardly anyway.
Though he's the only Anglo
among the main Indian characters,
Tony Bill turns in a fine
performance as brash young
Eleven Snowflake. A little
overdone at times, but he does a
better job than Quinnunfortunately.
"Flap" is a good movie, but it
could've been a great one.

Not brave enough to venture into
the strange environs of the pornies
alone, I stopped part-time Lobo
theater critic Will Pike in the halls of
the journalism building.
"Look, Chuck, I've got some
important things to take care of right·
away. What do you want?- and
make it quick."
"Wanna go to a dirty movie?"
"When do we leave?!"
For reasons I've riever completely
figured out, theaters specializing in
X-rated films don't want to look like
regular theaters. The outside walls of
the Mini Vue are completely white,
the eyecatching exterior broken only
by display windows which offer what
you know are the least racy parts of
the film currently being shown. The
wedge-shaped entrance and door are
also painted white- in distinct
contrast to the wall of glass used in
most theater entrances - offering no
glimpse of what lies within. Adds to
the sense of adventure, I guess. (Also
protects those who might not want
to b<' seen there- like Andrews and
Pike.)
Bravely, I threw open the door
and W(' charged in. Momentarily
bewildered by the apparent lack of a
ticket booth (do the patrons slip
their money into pockets under the
seats, I wondered?), we heard a voice
with a strange accent call from the
side .
"Hi-may I help you? asked the
mysterious - but - good · looking
blonde in the three - foot - high
booth,
"Uh, We're, uh, from ... the ..•
Lobo ... ,"my voiced trailed off, not
wanting the nnme of our stellar
publication bandied about this
outpost of outcast society.
"Yes- I know," she replied
cryptically, with a smile, and handed
us our ticket.
Anxious for the dark anonimity of
the theater's innards, I hastily made
for what I thought was the entrance.
"Chuck ..• uh, this way," called
Pike as I was about to open the door
of the men's restroom (which might
have provided a more interesting
story).
No wonder I ignored the correct
door (even though . the gold
inch-thick lettering said "Theater
Entrance")- the glimpse I caught of

~ Steppenwolf
Editor's Note: Just to set the record
straight .•.• The John Kay interview idea
originated with The Lobo, with permission
given to Blake to write something up for
The Hard Times also. Through a terrific
mixup in communications, Hard Times
editor Jack Weber thought Blake was doing
an exclusive for them, and played it as
such. No hard feelings on either side,
apparently, and The Lobo suggests you
read the slightly longer and differenct
version in Nov. 27's Hard Times.
Early in October The Lobo's Review
Editor Chuck Andrews told me he was
planning to get an· interview with
Steppenwolf's John Kay. Immediately I
begged Andrews to let me conduct the
interview and after a little arm twisting (a
full nelson is probably more accurate) he
consented.
The first time I saw Steppenwolf was in
an old bowling alley/teen club in a small
beach village north 6f San Diego. The first
Steppenwolf album had been released some
weeks before but "Born To Be Wild" had
yet to make its climb to the top of the
charts. Consequently there was very little
fervor worked up over their appearance
and my brother David and I came early and
got a seat on the floor directly in front of
the tiny stage at Solana Beach Bowl. After
hearing that first album I sensed that
Steppenwolf was moving in a new and
exciting direction with the blues but even
more I sensed that John Kay (lead singer,
writer, arranger) was a giant, not only in
the world of music but in the realm of
, social commentary as well.
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it out of the corner of my eye made
me think it was a gaudy d1splay for
some coming attraction. When I did
walk through the red door, and
entered the brightly-colored 2' x 10'
entrance hallway, I flashed on
Disneyland- it was just like the
entranceway to the Wind In The
Willows, Sleeping Beauty, and other
rides.
When we pulled aside the drapes
and finally stood inside, it was a
unique experience: I've never been in
a place as dark in all my life. And
this was even with previews flickering
on the screen.
"Chuck, where are you" Pike
called just before he crashed into me.
"Can you see any empty seats?" I
asked him.
"I can't see ANY seats! I can't
even see my nose."
Not wanting to stand there while
my eyes became adjusted and be
stared at by the other patrons whose
eyes already were, I decided to try to
find a seat, realizing I ran the risk of
sitting on some old man's lap in the
total darkness.
Fortunately, we were successful
(in finding unoccupied seats, that is),
and besides the fact that both of us
found the movie boring after the first
half hour our only other discomfort
was discovering we didn't "fit in"
because we laughed at all the wrong
places, and got stares from the other
patrons who were taking it all quite
seriously.
Oh yes, the movie- well,
"Freedom To Love" is an Evergreen
film, done by Grove Press, so I
figured it would be a step above the
grosser pornies, and it is. But it uses
the trite old excuse of two doctors,
mostly talking off-screen, to
supposedly give it the appearance of
a scientific exploration of a question
of burning social significance: is it
not more healthy for people to
abandon the old puritanical sexual
mores which only serve to build guilt
complexes?
Judging by the good doctor's
appearance, if he's a day less than 90
the answer is no, because he sure is
in rotten shape. His wife looks pretty
good for someone about 60, but I
suspect she's actually about 27.
If this film had any "redeeming
social value" (the half hour of
previews sure didn't), I guess it lies in
the fact that it actually is funny in
three places (meaning everybody in
the theater laughed), one of them
being a short pornographic cartoon
from the 20s. You wouldn't believe
what some of Mickey Mouse's
cousins were doing while he and Walt
Disney were trying to make it big at
the box office the clean way.
If you want to see the raunchiest
of the pornies, this one isn't among
them. I've got to admit it was
somewhat entertaining in parts. Eut
it had been almost five years since
my last dirty movie, and I'm sure this
one will hold me for at least that
long.
Charles Andrews

Quatermass

Diary:
Weird
"DIARY BY SUSAN (PEACE
THE PUTA &
THE
BEAUTYFUL JAIL)- (Published
for Susan by special agreement
with Emil Hoffman; $3.00). The
book poses the literary question
can a nice girl from the United
States find happiness as a happygo - lucky whore in Mexico. The
answer, says Susan, is yes.
Ostensibly she also
communicates with depths of the
human experience. Glib "hip"
philosophy alternates with long
stretches of biological trivia. It is
hard to discern which
observations are brought on by
insight and which by a near
continuous ingestion of beer and
an assortment of psychedelic
drugs.
The narrative, billed as the
unedited journal of Susan, starts
with Susan's stay in Mexico;
various hassles with officials and a
succession of "true loves," as well
as a stay in the "Beautyful Jail."
Susan returns to the United
States, ventures to northern New
Mexico and loosely associates
herself
with
a
small
Eastern-philosophy oriented
household. The diary ends with
Susan crocheting circles (to help
herself meditate on circles,
naturally).
The text of the book - a
diary- is fragmented, comprising
primarily of short phrases, cryptic
abbrev. and ungainly misspellings.
The best way to handle this
limited literacy is ignore it.
The best part of the book,
however, is the afterword. "Don't
lift this book. Susan wouldn't like
it," it begins at the top, in bold
type. A gunny sack of peyote
Susan culled for her friends
disappeared- "ripped off," she
asserts- so she is now "extremely
down on people who don't pay
their own way."
There follows another request
not to lift the book, from a
friends's house ("That's not good
for friendship.") or bookstore,
but to "Send three dollars- a
money order preferably."
"We'll send you your copy
back."
"And we'll send you your copy
back. No COD's, billing, invoices,
requisition forms or any of that
other paperwork please."
Afterthought to that
afterthought: "New Mexico
residents include 4 1/4 percent
school tax."
Casey Church
&

''QUA TERMASS" - Quatermass (Harvest/SKA0-314).
First of all, let's get the name straight, folks. It's
Quatermass - one "r"- not Quartermass, as everyone who
has heard of them calls them.
Which isn't very many people. This first album of theirs
was released in the u.s. last July, and though r haven't
checked Billboard's charts, I don't think it has broken any
saies or airplay records. Locally, it got no AM play (probably
a blessing), and very little on FM.
But then, some of the best groups remain forever obscure,
ignored even by the supposedly hip and knowing FM people.
Captain Beefheart, Aynsley Dunbar, the Nice, Alice Cooper,
Ten Years After until more recently. Perhaps that's what
Quatermass will also have to do to become "stars"- alter
their music until it fits some peg in the cuJ.Tent mainstream of
rock.
Their music is quite unusual in that there is no lead guitar;
just keyboards, bass and drums. Pete Robinson's organ and
piano serve as the near - overpowering focal point, but the
drums and bass seem to fuse into an opposition force in
many of the numbers, contrasting yet complimenting the
keyboard work.
Bassist John Gustafson also does all the vocals, somehow
(and possibly this is studio gimmickry) producing the eerie
sound of a voice in the distance, behind the music, often
echoing, and sounding very large.
But the most unusual thing about Quatermass is that they
are a new group that is very, very good. I first played the
album toward the end of last summer, at a time when I had
heard nothing new for months that was worth much of
anything. They are original, and have produced a fine first
album.

Led Zeppelin
"LED ZEPPELIN III" - Led Zeppelin (Atlantic/SD
7201). I think these guys are beginning to get on my nerves.
Especially Robert Plant, vocalist. The strong music which
filled their fh·st album has deteriorated unbelievably, and has
left Plant out front, alone, and all too noticeable. Granted, he
has always had one of the most unusual voices anywhere, but
early Zeppelin music was so damn good and strong almost
any voice would have sounded good within it. Frankly,
Plant's sounded quite powerful then.
But great patterns are almost totally absent from "III,"
and as a result Plant comes through like a pubescent wailer
trying to tum on the pre-teens. I'm a little late with that
charge - some critics have been saying that since they first
appeared. But I honestly couldn't say it until now; I still
consider their first album to be just about the hardest rock
ever.
"III" isn't a total void; "Immigrant Song" harks back to
the first album, "Tangerine" and "Friends" are pretty good,
and "Bron-Y-Aur Stomp" is terrific. But on the whole it's a
very disappointing disc.
Charles Andrews

flowneppetS

Steppenwolf came late that evening but
played even later to make up for the lost
time. The music was great and so was Kay.
Since then I have wanted to interview the
man who "tends to support Israel's
position" although he was born in East
Germany, defends marijuana with a
vengence but bad-mouths hard dope,
advocates revolutionary preparation while
we struggle to make the system work and
despite his weak eyes sees the complex
American situation with rare clarity.
After many phone calls and agonizing
thumb twiddling Kay consented to an
interview a few hours before concert time.
Andrews grabbed his camera, I scrounged
up a tape recorder and we blasted over to
the mid•town Holiday Inn. After 90
minutes with Kay I came away reassured of
the image I had formulated years before.
He's the kind of man that positions of
power were created for (Kay probably
wouldrt't want the position though)-but
unfortunately Kay has little power and he
is only one man.
Here are some of this thoughts.
OnAgnew"You cannot win people over to the left
by . throwi~g bombs and blowing up a
pohce statiOn and you cannot win them
over to the right by sending bayonets into
the streets that are pointed at their own
kid~. The only way you are going to get
their suP,P?rt f<!r such actions is if you
have sufficien~ amount of superficial proof
that these actiOns are necessary, So how do
you get the proof if it doesn't come by
itself. Even in the summer months when

the universities are out and there is little
radical activity on campus you have a man
like Spiro Agn('W calling them
'brown-shirted storm troopers' which is
almost total insurance that when school
starts again a Jot of things are going to be
popping. And of course this is precisely the
kind of thing that will iusLify to the Middle
American bringing In the militia, the
national guard-that sort of thing. So I
think the man is a criminal. I think the
man is purposely trying to trump up some
kind of justification for organized, power
structure violence."
On taking political sides and the general
condition of the sub-culture.
"I don't think it should be that way. I
think the right wingers should kick the
assholes out of their camp and we should
get rid of our idiots and start judging
people on the basis of individual merit-!
think we're getting so hung up in
everybody being afl'aid of not being the
hippist, not following the hippist people, a
lot of people not even lcnowmg who
they're following, that we're falling into a
lot of the pitfalls the so·called
establishment is falling into-sort of a
blind, political, Russian roulette-choosing
between two faces every four years on
television.
"The problem now is that we have a lot
of bandwagon jump\'I'S, who would still
have greasy, duck-tail haircuts, flipped up
jeans and motorcy~lc b.oots, stan~ling on
tl1e street ·corner If thiS long hmr scene
wouldn't have come along.
"We're so young in our movement and
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so diversified and so very badly organized.
If we can't rid ourselves of these elements
then we don't deserve to be around much
longer because we are no more than a farm
club version of what we're trying to kick
the hell out of here. There's such a lack of
understanding as to how we got here, this
mess we're in, that our people are totally at
a loss as to what to do about getting out of
this mess. And how can you possibly find
your way out if you don't know how the
fuck you got in?"
.
On the gravity of the current political
situation in the United States.
"This is how I see it. We have a limited
amount of time between now and the next
presidential election in which the country
as a whole can prove to the people that are
frustrated that there are avenues open to
them for bringing about meaningful change
and having their voices represented. I may
• be wrong. Tomorrow we may find
ourselves confronting a bayonet and a
molotov cocktail, but judging from the
indications I see around me, I think the
whole thing is going to hang in there fairly
well the way it is right now. Some
bombings here, some outrageous right-wing
activities there. There will be a lot of
turmoil but not, I think, total, committed
civil war in the streets. But if Nixon's
elected in 197 2 then I think we're going to
have it.
"Nobody, I think, would like to see a
civil war because this country is still
suffering badly fr.mn the scars of the first
Civil War. But if we cannot get anything
constructive done by 1972 when election
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time comes up again and we are in the
same state of affairs then as we are now in
terms of having someone like Nixon or
worse, well, then folks, it's all over.
Becau~e this country will not only go
through a civil war, it will be lilre the Red
and .White armies in Russia. It will first
destroy itself, annihilate itself and then
have complete physical and economic ruin.
"Of course this is all speculation. The
question is which is preferable: making
some more attempts while there's still time
or violent revolution. But let's face it. If
our mind is set on violent revolution for
chrissake let's find out what. the fuck we're
doing. And if we've got to get training
from French underground liberation type
people from WW II, or Che Guevara-type
people, or the Panthers, let's do it and get
some knowledge in terms of what we're
going to do and make it effective."
Thankfully Kay defies political
classifications (strict ones anyway). He's
more than an arm-chair liberal, granting
hot·air interviews from time to time, and
although he has already made a heavy
contribution to change through the biting
words of his songs the Lps Angeles resident
is going to do more.
In April new members will be elected to
the Junior College Board of Trustees in Los
Angeles. Kay is a candidate. If Kay and
other .people like him are not elected to
j:lolitical positions at the grassroots level we
had all better hope that Kay's apocalyptic
view of Amel"ica 's future, a future free of
drastic turnabouts, is dead wrong.
Michael Blake
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Lobos Preserve Streak
With Second Road Win
The Lobos held off a late rally
by the Denver Pioneers without
the services of fouled-out Willie
tong and took their fourth
victory without a loss, 86-78.
John Johnson, the' gawky
sophomore who continue's to take
up the team's slack whenever the
occasion 'occurs, made up for
'Long's scoring deficit and pumped
in 29 points to lead the Lobos to
the victory.
__

The Lobos went behind in the
early going bm regained the lead
by half time and never were
headed.
De.nver lead 16·10 and 25·19
but the Wolfpack plugged away
and took the lead with· five
minutes remaining · in the half
when Johnson sunk both ends of
a 1 and 1 situation to lift the
•ra..ck to a 35·34 lead. Mike
~~lli!~ made it a three point

A Little Bit of Mexico City

All you Can Eat ........ .' ........ :$1.49
OWNERS:
Luis Reade
Joe Armijo
R!>Cky Arroyo

Children . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75
Luncheon Special , , .. , ..... , . . . . . . .95
Mon.-Sat.
8601 Central N.E.

265-5634

CAR DIRTY?
Exterior one min.
car wash
the complete job
as low as

39c

the scene

Film Committee

spread with a basket underneath
and after Pioneer Frank Russ
pulled the home team within one,
the Lobos scored seven straight
and went to the dressing room
leading by eight.
The Lobos seemed to have the
game in control until the Pioneers
succeeded in fouling out Long
with seven minutes to go,
Long fouled out on an
-offensive foul right in the middle
of an eight-point Pioneer rally and
things looked desperate for the
Lobos.
But Harold Little took the
initiative and defended his
personal winning streak by scoring
nine points after Long was forced
to the bench.
With
minutes to go, the
Lobos held a shakey one point
lead, 79-78. But the Lobos scored
the last seven straight points and
left the Pioneers with their third
loss to WAC teams. The Pioneers
had previously lost to Colorado
State and Wyoming.
It.appeared that 6·0 guard Bob
Moss would be the Lobos'
undoing as he scored seven points
in the first ten minutes of play.
But Gibson soon got Moss under
control and he was held scoreless
until he fouled out shortly after
the second half began.
The Lobos now move back into
the friendly confines of the UNM
Arena for two games to meet
Wayland Baptist on Thursday and
Northern Colorado on Saturday.
After those two the Lobos travel
to Lubbock to meet the tough
Texas Tech Raiders.
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FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

Complete Auto Repairs

lOc BEER

10% discount on all parts and labor

Ev!!ry Tue. 5-6 PM

to students and faculty with UNM J.D.
Gil's University Gulf
2608 Central N.E.

265-9881
266-0808

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at University

FUN

CAMPUS BRIEF§

• , By f'AUI. FI.ECI\
.
..
· . Lobo Sport$ .~clitor

FUN

BEER

TALK

by Ed McMahon
In which the candid connoisseur answers questions
about Beer, and the drinking of same.

DEAR ED: I'm burned up because
after a weekend romp in the woods,
I forgot to put a leftover 6-pak
of Budweiser in the refrigerator.
Eve~ybody Sl\YS you can't chill beer
twice, so what should I do?

Sardines
By gametime Friday night, the Arena was packed solid.
The reserved sections were like always-full but comfortable.
But in the student section (where every student is supposed
to have a reserved seat if he owns an athletic card, paid for by
the activity· fee in his tuition) things were getting a little
tight. When it appeared that there were no more seats
available anywhere, the latecomers began sitting in the aisles.
Fire laws do not allow this, and when it was announced
over the PA system that the aisles would have to be cleared,
thousands of students squirmed in their seats, trying to make
more room so the aisles could be cleared. Some made it and
sat unconfottably through the game, feeling like mistreated
sardines, and some retreated to the concourse and w~tched
standing up.
·
But as the students squiimed, someone else was squirming
across the way even though he had a chairback seat. It was
Pete McDavid, UNM's director of athletics, who had given
1000 of the student seats up for sale to the public and by .
doing so caused the mass discomfort among the students ..
The same situation occurred the following evening
although it was not quite so serious.
The reasoning to sell some of the student section seats to
the public is understandable. Basketball brings the money in
to the athletic program more than any other sport at UNM.
The more tickets sold to the public, the bigger the gate. And
if the student section does not get filled by the students, why
not sell the tickets to the public, who in Albuquerque are
clamoring for tickets to see their beloved Lobos in action in
the "Showplace of the West:" the UNM Arena.
But one, especially a student who had to suffer through
the hot and uncomfortable arrangement last weekend, can
definitely question the selling of one fifth of the student.
section with attendance figures from last season as a guide.
For one thing, the Lobos are a new, rejuvenated team this
year and there is no way the Wolfpack is going to finish a
mere .500 like they did last year. Therefore there is going to
be a bigger student turnout this year, and every student has
the right to a seat-not four-fifths of one.
Also, tickets for the opening game should never have been
sold. The home opener always draws a big crowd and there
was no reason for McDavid to assume that this year was going
to be an exception. It wasn't.
And if the tickets were to be placed on sale at all, 1000
seems like a drastic amount. That cuts a huge chunk out of
the student section, a section which usually is close to being
filled no matter who the opponent or how well the Lobos are
doing.
The students will be in the same situation for six games
until the "trial" period is up. If the Lobos continue their
winning ways, the Arena is going to be just as packed every
game. The six-game sales also encompass the Lobo
Invitational Tournament. If the Lobos go to the finals (with
Santa Clara or Rutgers University as their opponent) the
police might have a difficult time clearing the aisles because
there will be no place to jam the people.
The Lobo-New Mexico State game luckily is game number
seven on the home schedule. I hope McDavid and the athletic
departme~t considers that game (even though it falls during
the Christmas vacation) will attract huge numbers of
students, and so will the complete WAC schedule.
Another factor McDavid obviously forgot or ignored in his
money-raising project is the fact that there are 2500 more
students on campus this year, and every one technically has
to be seated in the Arena if he decides to come to the games.

Hebrew Class
Students interested in
organizing a Hebrew class for both
beginning and continuing students
for the coming semester are asked
to contact Luurie Cohen, Hokona
Zum, room 317, 277-2694 by
phone or mail.
'

Peace Corps
Peace Corps representatives will
be on campus this week
distribut.ing information und
application forms. They will be
available between Dec. 7-11
?eeking ~pplicants with experience
111 farmmg, also auto mechanics
~both _gas and diesel), auto or
mdustrml electricians, machinists
and heavy equipment repairmen
among other skills,
'
A half·hour Peace Corps film
"Not Enough," made in India and
Thailand will be shown Thursday,
Dec. 10, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Union, room 253.
In teres ted applicants may
contact Peace Corps
representatives at 2,17·0451 in
Albuquerque,

cool off, pal. Then cool
off that Bud® to your
heart's content (or
about 40°).
There's no problem.
because a really good
beer like Budweiser
is just as good when
you ice it twice.
But I can't resist
mentioning that there is an
easy way to avoid the situation altogether.
Just make sure there's no Bud ,left over!

'

..

iS7riJ:

Israeli Scholarships

The look
& easy,·---and she J!pproves.

· Israeli government scholarships
for study in Israel are available.
They are limited to graduate
students under 30 and are
sufficient for maintenance of one
person but not a couple. Deadline
for application is December 31.
Further information is.avail;tble at
the International Office, 1717
Roma NE.

'.
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RATES: 7e per word. 20 word min{ ..
mum ($1.40) per time run. If nd Is to
run five or more ('.onsecutive daYs with
no changes the rntc is reduced to 6c
per word o.nd the minimum number o£
worda to 10.
TERMS: Pnyment must ha mnde in
full prior to !nsertion of advertisement,
WHERE: J ournnllsm Duilding. Room
206, afternoons preferably or mail.

"""

·$CASH$
WEEKLY EARNINGS
Blood Plasma Donora Neede<il

Cl!lllSifled Advertising
UNM P.O. Bo>c 20
Albuquerque, N.M, 87106

DLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
,1307 C<mtral N.F..
Tues.·Sat, a-5

UN-SWIFT -STUDENT--~;~;],; raloui;,
tutor. Real chullengc, 2UG·GR32. ll-U I>.m.

TWO LOCATIONS:
518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Age R<>quired

12/9

\VANT TO READ tltr<•e ti~nrs ro:-Bter~ Rnl~c
f~rad(la~ut 3tUdy tim!'. Ev"lyn Wood
HC'at1inr: Dynamics.

i

518 C<>nlral S.W.

NEEDAN~APARTMrm'T or -h~;;;~;;;

r.ecoud semrotPr. Sfi0-$70. Tom 277-2473.
12/R
:NirnrYEAiis·
MExrco-cri'Y"AND
ACAPULCO. "SpeciaL Student~ Ilatca."
J,C<lVC lJeoember 27. Ca1! 344·0o1il • • ,
24 3-4866 ••• 344·0931. 12/11
NOTICE: ALl, CLASSIFIED ADS muot b~
Jn by lJ ll.m. to TUn the follmving dny.

EROS
ADULT THEATRE

IN

Ph. 243-0033

Movi<> Continuous-Lobby Book
Stcr<> Now Open. Adult Book•,
Magazine•, 8mm Film
Open 7 am to Midnile
Quarter Arcade
Admissioh $4.00 (Movie)

Z)

I,()ST & FOUN-i}-~·-·

r:(JST:' 'nJ::A:cK PUITY "~;:tth'~hito

che;l
and front prwm. H<'War'!! 640 Mulb<.'rn·
~I-;. 1!!/14
NgAR. ASU &~GOI,i)s£.;I;i;,;
SettC"r pup. FJ<>a colla.rr~~lnrr,-~ rewartt.
M2· 9417. 12/10

J.OST: DROWN prcscriviion glas"""· bla~k
Rdurn to sun cloakroom. 12/10

~ rn~P.

SERVICEfl~~-

3)

at does . .
ap . .· ent I tvtng
have that the
College Inn doesn't?

-----

~"~

TYPING-sEnvl:CJ.J' iiiM~i;l;:,!ri~:·R=onnble ltnle9. llgoo Solem Ng, ~06-834l'.
12/'17
TYPING-- rnst. -~xne~;;.;;;;:-(1~~-i-e~~~(;~
tric~rca.:;onnble. 119 Vnr..~m.r SE. 26G-·i'!J06

.

anytime-. 12/8

xu;:;;;,;,, lh,:~.;,, .t.:=M:~:
~~(m iii~1~i'i. ~~- "~-·- ··--

TYPING:

TER~r

Kinluule 898·3400. llt9.

i)·--~

TRADENic~i $60 apt, fo;~ .,kl,; !l~t~ or
hou'3c. 242·3096. Both nt.'ar UNII.'l. 12/11

5)
FORSALE
n:g .THi'~ JUT or your

ChriBtma~~ parties
With funky ha.nd ..made thrcadn from
Indin. Dresseg SlO up. Limft('d supply-.
_Call Ram, 266·2875. 12/14
TWO NEW PICKETT P.lectronic slide rule;.
$10.95 each. 20U 2636. 12/14
NEED BREAD. 350 DSA. Priced t~ scl~
$160.00. 898·0766 or 268~8871. 12/14
DALMATION PUPPIES: will hold till
ChrislmnB. 636-2976, Bosque .(o'arms. 12/14
HARRIS TWEED SPORT COATS-$30.00
each. Brand Nc\V Attiva1s :from England
Al3o. FnbuJoua Gifts From Far AwaY
Places. Freed Company, 107·1st North·
Albuquerque. 2/10
FOR SALE 0 R;;-;;T;';;R;-;A-;:D:;:E--;-:1:;:95::8:-J=-n-gu_n_r_a:-.4-:-.
Needs some repair. 265·3955. 12/14
PEACE-::~-Y.Mnor::J.•r"O-;;t iJ(;~~~ P!.:te:
Spread the good word. $1.75 each. 10"kthacount on GO or more. George C. Kirrt·
ball n_t Nash MMnetlc Si~n Co. 311 A
Wnshmgton SE. 12/18
YASHICA · MAT twin lens reflex Kodak
8·10. Rndio-phono console. 2GR-9524
12/10
'

_ '"'"t·

We Now Have Some Vacancies.
If Apattn1ent Living Has Got
·You Down, Come By and Move In!

N<'W :\Icxko\ Largt'ol Panlh .'iP]('< lio11
21J.42
Large Sell•('tion Of Fa~hion lklt.~

ii'b-NDAaOS:Ex~;ilent condition. $350 ,;
~offer. 256-1~26. 12/9
FIREWOOD: ARO:c;M;-;,A~T=IO:C:-n-P-P-:-Ie_w_ood_,...-$-36
a cord, $30 you Plck Up. 877·0687 2900638. 12/8
.
•
NEWDAMAGED COMPONENTSETS
with Gnrrard chnnger, amplifier: nnd fou~
speaker sYst,em. $59.95 ench. Also used
ronsolcs. sol1d state with DSR changer
and fGur BPPaker syslcm·~59 95 each

(Terms nvailable). UNITED F'RgiGiiT
S.AI,r1S, 3920 Snn Mateo N.(o]. 9~1 MO'n •
h!,Sat. until 6. 11/23
·
U~EDNT,Y's

nll stylos. $16 up, 441 Wyo,;;~
-"'• 265·6987. 12/ll
H'NEw ZIGZAG_S_e~ing ~fn~hines with
f!JHd!actory guarantee. Nationnlly adv(>r ..
hoc brand to be Rold for $35 each
M~nthly payment., avnilable, Th<>le rna:
i:>hthes may he inRJlected in Warehouse nt
UNITF;D l'REIGHT SA~ES, 3U20 San
Mntco NE. 9·9 Mon.·l'ri. Snt. unlil 6.
mg

Unsurpassed for college living
303 Ash NE
.Phone 243-2881

6)

EMPLOYMENT

NEF'D ANOTRER HASHER. C;UEddie
S1ms 243-00GG. 12/14
'
SECRETARY WANTED TO DO TYPE"
SET'):'ING for underground newspaper:
Pay
12/101s $1.00 ~er hour. Cnl! Skip 255 • 6550 .
BABYSITTER WANTED. Adorable 3
old, Near Univ. 256·0233. 12/10
Yr.
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The College Inn
2001 Eubank N.E.

Suggestion Box
The . Lobo suggestion box is
located inside the east door of the
Union. Please send in your
suggestions and comments on The
Lobo, or use the box to turn in
information on your
organization's activities.

J.0ST

,AJ1!1EU.S~R·i!USCH.INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK ,• LOS ANGELES .• TAMPA • HOUSTON • COLUMBUS • JACJI$0NVILLE • MERRIMAC~
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Health Care

The executive director of the
Presbyterian Medical Services
Thomas Harnisli will speak
Friday on ''Inadequate Health
Care in New Mexico." His lecture,
co-spa nsored by the speech
Christmas Ball
department and the Committee
The New Mexico I!' acuity
on Contem_porary and _Won1~ns Club Annual Christmas

Governance Special
. KUNM will air a special open
!me program with the chairman of
the all· University Governance
C~mmittee, and others working
With governance reform
Wednesday night at 8 p.m.
Listeners are asked to call in
questions. On the panel are Edwin
. Hoyt, chairman of the
all-University Governance
Committee; Judith Carey, faculty
member of the Student Standards
Committee; Bill Pickens GSA
president; and Marion Cottrell
former Faculty Policy Committe~
(FPC) chairman.
The four panelists will be
interviewed by KUNM and The
Lobo as well as fielding listener
quest~ons. Questions may be
called m to the show at 277 ·4806
or 4807.

Housecleaning
Dishwashing
Scrubbing
Dusting
Grocetyshopping
Cooking

DEAR FUMING: First,

KING OF BEERS.,

Gay Lib
People interested in organizing
a gay libera.tion group on campus
are asked to call Dan 1524 Lead
SE., apt. 3 or cah ASUNM
277·5520. The group is open t~
anyone gay, bisexual or
heterosexual who wants to work
in the movement, said its
organizers.

Superstar
A special session of the Free
University course Cosmic
Consciousness and Creativity will
turn on to the rock opera "Jesus
Christ, ~uperstar" tonight.
Everyone mterested is welcome to
attend the class, to be held at 822
Concord SW at 7 p.m.
.

Basketball Buses
Albuquerque Transit System
buses will not run between
Johnson Gym and the University
A~ena for home basketball games
this year. An ATS spokesman said
the cancellation was because of
lack of patronage.

Food 5tamps, many have .
Enterprise, Ala.,. is the only
discovered, are not the tools used town in the world with a
to mark the price in purple ink .on monument to the boll weevil in its
canned goods.
town square, claim its city fathers.

FUMING

Budweiser.

ASUNM has a new film
committee which plans to feature
movies by such artists as Bergman
Bunuel, Fellini, Kurosawa'
Truffaut, Antonioni and others:
The committee chairman is
seeking interested students to
assist it either as organizers or as
film makers,
If interested, call Grant
Houston in the film committee
office at the Union any day after
3:30p.m.

Ball will be Friday, 'Dec, 11 in the
Zuni Room of the Ramada Inn
25 Hotel Circle, N.E. The cocktaii
hour begm.s at 7 p.m. followed by
a buffet dmner and dancing with
mu·sic provided by the Don
Lesman orchestra.

Controversial Discussion will be
Fdday, Dec, 11 at 3:30 p.m. in
education, room 101.

Tuesday, December 8, 1970

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: FLOOR tom-tom drum Red
i~i~klc preferred. Call Shirley 298:5366.
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~--~--------------------....bus boys. The tranquil setting was
rarely marred by more than a
handful of diners. The classy but
unprofitable set up not only lost
money, but failed to cater to the
needs of the bulk of UNM's
population- students.
With the· student body's recent
explosive multiplication, the Desert
Room's former (and maybe future)
restaurant type service is hopelessly
out-dated.
Baum 's actions seem to express a
desire to cater to the University's
elite rather than the thousands of
relatively poor students forced into
You can't make a silk purse out of patronizing the Union because of the
a sow's ear, and you can't give lack of other relatively decent
prestige to a pigpen. In planning the eateries near campus.
menu service for the Union's Desert
Baum 's attempts to give
Room, Union Director Ron Baum's "atmosphere" to the Union's sterile
enthusiasm is matched only by his architecture and sloppy construction
naivete.
won't affect the actions or attitudes
A few years ago the Desert Room of the building's primary patrons.
had a "nice atmosphere" complete The bulk of money earned by Union
with menus, waitressps and attentive food sales comes from students.

editorial

Sow's Ear

To

Silk Purse?

Letters:
Fisher Dispute II
To the Editor:
Anyone who is at all familiar with
the history of Israel and the Middle
East will not be taken in by the
diatribe and lies contained in the
Kimbel Fisher letter. However, if
. such a person should want to discuss
these matters with Fisher he would
be unable to do so for Mr. Fisher is
not listed in the Student Directory,
is not listed in the Faculty Directory,
and is not listed in the City
Directory. I seriously doubt that
Kimbel Fisher exists.
J. R. Blum

Richard Tranor

For Tomorrow's Hoop Tilt

More Student Seats to be Avai/Oble in 'Pit'

The struggle for seats which accompanied last
weekend's two UNM basketball games, may be
somewhat calmer since the athletic department
has opened two sections of seats for student use
for this week's games.
Approximately 960 additional seats will be
available to students for this weekend's two
games, said John Dolzadelli, assistant athletic
director.
The increase in seating is a reaction to the
unexpected numbers of students who went to the
games last weekend, many who found only
standing room in the student section at the
Arenas.
Two newly elected ASUNM senators met with
Dolzadelli Monday in an effort to find a solution
to the student seating problem.
The senators, John Boudreaux and Jerry
Buckner, asked Dolzadelli to return the 1000

seats allegedly taken away from students at the
beginning of the season. Boudreaux said
Dolzadelli was very cooperative when he met with
them to discuss their demands. Boudreaux also
said that Dolzadelli had based his logic for the
reduction of seats upon the average of 2042
students attending the games last year.
Sections 18 and 22, on the west side of the
arena, were to be made available to students for
the games this weekend with the suggestion that
section 17 be made available if needed.
Dolzadelli said Tuesday, seats were figured on a
· hit and miss basis from student attendance figures
compiled last season. "We have to play it by ear,"
he said, "there is no way to tell how many
students will attend the games. If the team
continues to win, students will probably use all
the seats provided for them."
He said approximately 3000 seats were set

'Perhaps If We Widened The Wings, Lengthened The Tail, Shortened The Nose .. :

...

[

.

...~.............·.·~
'

Good Day
To the Editor:
Tuesday was a special day for me.
I met two people. They came and
stood before a class which until then
had been noted mostly for being too
large in size and the amount of bull
it could produce. They talked about
a jail, something they knew a great
deal about. Wally was thrown into
jail in 1942 for refusing to comply
with the draft, and his wife Anita
went to jail in the same year. In
1947 they were in jail for sitting in
on a restaurant on route 40, which
became the scene of the freedom
rides. In 1948 they ceased paying
federal withholding taxes. And so
on, in and out of jail, working in
CORE and in nonviolence, they tried
to live their lives as human beings,
and that was what they were really
jailed for.
In jail they hit upon a policy of
non-cooperation, which meant no
eating, no working, no finger prints,
no signing papers. Wally was once
force fe4J. for 87 days. Anita went to
jail the ·last time in her bathrobe
because she refused to get dressed.
As she said, "I've never gone to jail,
I've been taken forcibly."
For them non-cooperation was the
only way they found to express their
belief that no one has the right to
cage another human being. As Wally
put it, "I could never understand
how a man could feel that it was his
right, even his duty, to throw
another man into a cage. And every
time I go to jail, I understand it less
and less."
Then the questions came, the
pointed questions of UNM's
self-appointed radicals, trying to tell
these people they were either
outmoded or wrong in their tactics.
It was as if their beauty was
enhanced by these questions. They
answered them not just with words,
but with the tone of their voices,
with their eyes, with their gestures.
We questioned with our minds, and
they answered with the conviction of
30 years of living and struggle.
For me it was a learning
experience of the first order. It is
easy here in 1970 to forget what
resisting the draft meant back during
that just war, to forget what not
paying taxes meant when Joe
McCarthy was at his height. It took
guts, and so with each pointed
question of my classmates, and with
each answer, I felt how far we had to
go to catch up with Wally and Anita.

Although some consider them
unruly, ill-mannered and poorly
attired, students collectively dish out
plenty of money to eat the Union's
mediocre food. Not many people are
extremely fond of the Union but one
of its few redeeming attributes is the
cafeteria's ability to seat and serve
food to masses of people.
Unless one spends mu~h of. his
time hustling pool downstairs or
playing bridge in the Sub-machine
Room, one is usually just interested
in eating, not absorbing the Union's
matchless atmosphere.
The most the Union food service
can do is feed edible chow to people.
Anything less is gross neglect of the
duties delegated to the head of the
operation. If nothing else the Desert
Room project shows Baum's
inability to see where his own bread
is buttered, and it's not on a china
plate in the "nice atmosphere" of
thP Desert Room.
Barb Morgan
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UNM Faculty Eliminates Titles
For ROTC Program Instructors

'Tis the Season
By CLARK JERMAIN
Recently, a frightening exception
to the standards of free-enterprise
throughout the world came to my
attention, an exception which, if as
serious as it appears, threatens to
topple the ideals of freedom on an
international scale.
The situation I speak of is the
seeming conspiracy against the world
kumquat industry, which has stifled
the sale of kumquats to an
unreasonable degree. I will present
the evidence, leaving judgment and
(hopefully) action to the reader.
First, when was the last time you
considered a kumquat? When was
the last time you considered eating
one? They are, after all, a perfectly
good citrus fruit, with plenty of
vitamin C.
The question raised is: Why have
so few people ever seriously
~onsidered eating kumquats? There
are very few possible answers.
One answer might be that
production of kumquats is so limited
that very few reach the retail market.
I submit that if this is true, it is
likely that this condition has been
brought about as a result of the
conspiracy.
Some groups of individuals,
perhaps a great industrial concern,
perhaps the governments of the
world, has plotted to either end the
r,.rrowing of kumquats, or has so
effectively hampered sale of the
produce to make production
impractical.
If the conspirators, who
apparently rival citrus fruit industry
of the world, did indeed end the
usefulness of the kumquat industry
by barring it from the retail market,
think of the vast effort involved.
They would have had to ·resort to
extensive Mafia-type terror tactics

'

aside for student use but the number will have
increased to about 4000 with the addition of the
two new sections of seats.
"Some seats," said Dolzadelli, "are always held
back until just before game time, usually until
7: 30." He noted that some seats were sold that
should not have been. "they sold more tickets
than they should have Thursday, about 300 in
one section," he said.
The new seating arrangement would be utilized
up through the Lobo Invitational Tournament to
the NMSU Aggie's contest.
"An additional 500 seats will be given to
students after the new year," said Dolzadelli. The
increase in student seating is expected to relieve
some of the congestion to come with the
tradiilional conference games, which have in .the
past generated large turnouts of students and
people of the Albuquerque area when the Lobos
are winning.

If Tlze
Shoe Fits
preventing advertising, shipment and
sale.
I submit that they were much
more clever than that. I submit that
they have effectively spread the
rumor that kumquats don't taste as
good as other fruits, that they taste
bitter.
The simple fact is, how do we
k!low that kumquats are really
bitter? There are considerably more
of us who have not tasted kumquats
than there are who have. Is it not
possible that the organizers of the
conspiracy have threatened or bribed
individuals to tell us that kumquats
are bitter?
It is indeed possible that others
recognized the presence of this
incredible .repression before me , but
were. qmckly silenced by the
consprrators.
Think how clever it was of the
conspirators to instill the idea that
k~mquats are bitter. They have
tncked people into thinking that
kumqlfats are not worth eating, that
there IS no reason to sell very many,

wh~n actually we have no way of
tellmg whether they are bitter or
not, unless we try them for
ourselves. It is even possible that
kumquats possess miracle properties
properties the repressors ar~
hoarding for themselves. How do we
know that kumquats don't give
health, long life or cure cancer
unless we investigate?
'
The whole idea that kumquats are
really not good to eat accomplishes all
the ~o?spirators could hope for, with
a mimmum of effort. With this idea
instilled in the general population,
demand for the product would
natur~Ily dr~p. to almost nothing,
effect-IVely Wipmg out the industry.
Certainly the problem is apparent
by now. Kumquats do not reach the
retail market, and there is no sound
explanation for why they don't.
We can only speculate on who
actually masterminds the repression,
~r why. The answer might be as
simple as greedy rival fruit industries
eliminating competition, or it might
be much more involved.
One thing is certain: We must
determine why kumquats are not
eaten universally. We must discover
how deeply rooted the conspiracy
really is. If we allow the kumquat
repression to continue without
investigation, we are leaving the
world open to unbounded criminal
tactics. Kumquats are only a start.
Where will the movement lead, if left
unchecked? Orangps next?
Friends, we must find out for
our~wlves why kumquats ar<1 so
ard<>ntly discriminated against. We
can ~Jllly guess how long the
conspiracy has existed but we must
~nd i_ts continued existence
Imt;l~dtately. We must act now,
reahztng that ours is a crusade for
Democracy and free enterprise.

Last night dormitory residents
decorated this Christmas tree in
La Posada dining hall. The tall
pine adds a holiday air to the
Commons facility. Only 16
shopping days left until Christmas
eve.

Two Students Arrested;
Heisler Drops Complaint
Two students were arrested by campus police after they
escaped custody on the night of Dec. 7 as a result of a fight
at Johnson Gym in which a student alleged he had been
assaulted.
David Heisler, who filed assault and battery charges against
George Casaus and Ramon Chavez, withdrew the complaint
after Casaus and Chavez were arraigned in magistrate court.
"At 7:20 p.m. on Dec. 7 we received an anonymous call
about a fight at Johnson Gym and two officers were
dispatched," stated Jack Cairns, director of campus security.
"The complainant, David Heisler, alleged he was assaulted
by two men, George Casaus and Ramon Chavez," Cairns said.
All three are students. "Heisler also alleged he was assaulted
with a deadly weapon, a knife, so the arresting officer
arrested the two under the charge assault with a deadly
weapon."
After Cassaus and Chavez were handcuffed, they both
escaped custody. "Two more officers were called in at this
point," Cairns explained. One eyewitness at the Mall asserted
a warning shot was fired over the man's head and the
policeman was quoted as saying, "Stop or I'll shoot you in
the back." Cairns said there are conflicting reports as to the
direction the shot was fired- into the ground~or into the air.
Ronald Gould, the officer who fired the shot, was unavailable
for comment.
"One of them was arrested at the Fine Arts Building near
the reservoir and the other was arrested between Coronado
and Alvarado," Cairns stated.
After Casaus and Chavez were apprehended and arrested,
Heisler filed a complaint charging them with assault and
battery. "This charge is a misdemeanor but the original arrest
charge, assault with a deadly weapon, is a felony," said
Cairns.
The morning of Dec. 8, Casaus and Chavez were arraigned
in Magistrate Court on Heisler's complaint, and the case was
sent to the District Attorney's office for review.
Cairns added, "around noon Heisler withdrew the
complaint. I don't know why. But there were other people
involved in the fight but so far there have been no charges
filed."
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The UNM facu1ty, meetinK.,Tuesday with
about 60 members in attendance, voted to
eliminate academic titles for ROTC
instructors and added the commanders of
Air Force and Naval ROTC to the general
and the voting faculty.
The changes, which required amendments
to the faculty constitution, were one of four
recommendations made by the faculty last
March. Under the change, ROTC instructors
would hold academic titles only if granted
by regular units of the University but would
retain all faculty privileges. The existing
contracts with the Air Force and Navy
specify the title of professor for ROTC staff.
The other three recommendations were
that ROTC courses given academic credit
should be taught by civilian instructors
holding academic appointments in another
University unit, that a student disenrolled
for any reason from the ROTC program
should not be penalized by induction and
that the Defense Department should
reimburse the University for the full cost of
the ROTC programs.
The faculty had also directed the
administration to report this fall on progress
toward implementation of its
recommendations. The report was made by
Academic Vice President Chester
Travelstead, who emphasized wording in the
report that, "The speed with which we can
move toward these recommendations
depends on renegotiating contracts with the
Federal government." It called the
recommendations "goals toward which to
move."
He said the University would notify the
two services that it wishes to renegotiate the
contracts to reflect these recommendations.
The contracts have no expiration date but
can be terminated by either party with a
year's notice.
The report said "Principles of Naval
Organizations and Management," one of six
Naval Science courses offered for credit, is
now being taught by Howard Finston,
business professor. Col. Alfred Norton,
AFROTC commander, named courses in
other departments as possible replacements
for the two Aerospace credit comses, but
the report said an evaluation of course
substitution in AFROTC programs at
Stanford, Michigan, Rutgers, Cornell, Union
College, Wisconsin and Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute would affect the
decision on substitution here.
The Defense Department is completing a
study on reimbursement for ROTC
programs, but authority to do so would have

to be obtained from Congress. The proposal
not to induct ROTC students for
disenrollment would formalize the existing
practice of waiting until a student who
breaks his contract graduates or leaves
school to induct him. The services have also
agreed to grant a hearing to the student
being considered for induction at which a
university official would observe or consult
in the case.
The services are authorized by law to
induct in enlisted status a ROTC student
who breaks his contract. The report said
induction "should not be construed as
punishment for dropping out of the
program, but rather as a requirement that
service be given for value received," because
of the financial aid given ROTC students. In
practice, the Navy does not induct students
who drop out in the first two years, and the
AFROTC program at UNM is upper division
only.
The annual reports of the Scholarship
Committee and Athletic Council were
presented
The reports showed a total of $201,945 in
academic scholarships last year from UNM
and state funds, and $346,534 in athletic
grants- in· aid. However, adding priw•te
scholarships administered by UNM to those
in the report brings the academic total to
$800,000, said Charles Sheehan, director of
financial aids. Graduate fellowships were not
included in the report.

Senate Preview
Senate tonight is planning to start
impeachment proceedings against Fred Will,
coordin.ator of National Student
Association, because he is allegedly not
fulfilling his duties as coordinator.
In other business Senate will consider a
bill to establish a Senate newsletter. The bill
proposes that a newsletter be published after
each Senate meeting. The newsletter would
include action taken on measures brought
before Senate and the vote of each senator.
Senate will also consider nine persons for
appointments to student and studentfaculty committees. The students were
approved by Presidential Appointments
Committee yesterday, and must go before
Senate for concurrence.
A measure to establish a constitutional
revision committee is expected to be
introduced tonight· by Sen. Pam Powell.
Revision of the ASUNM Constitution was
called for by ASUNM Vice President Frank
Linn in a speech before Senate last week.
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